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 Abstract: In team handball, coaches can make unlimited substitutions, allowing players to enter 
the game at any time, even if they haven't been active on the bench. The aim of this study was to 
investigate the impact of inactivity following a warm-up on the physical performance and physio-
logical responses of female elite team handball players. The secondary aim of the study was to ex-
amine a possible connection between the examined parameters. Twelve female adult elite field 
handball players (n = 12; age, 31.9 ± 4.05 years; weight, 66.1 ± 5.8 kg; height 173 ± 3.8 cm and body 
mass index, 2.2 ± 0.2 kg/cm2) were examined. All tests were assessed in two distinct situations: (a) 
immediately after warm-up (T1-AW) and (b) after a 15-minute inactivity period (T2-IP). The physi-
cal tests performed were: countermovement jump with arms fixed (CMJ AF), squat jump (SJ), me-
dicinal ball rotational throw test right (MBTT-R) and medicinal ball rotational throw test left (MBTT-
L) and 10 m acceleration test (TA 10m). Heart rate (HR) was measured during warm-up and at T2-
IP, while body temperature (BT), lactic acid (LA), serum glucose (G), and blood oxygen saturation 
(SpO2) were measured at T1-AW and T2-IP. Significant differences were found at T2-IP for RSI1 (t= 
2.88, p < 0.01) and PP (t= 2.24, p < 0.05), specific to CMJ AF and RSI1 (t= 3.88, p < 0.01), and for PP 
specific to SJ (t= 2.28, p < 0.05). All physical indices correlated positively with the physiological ones. 
In addition, two significant correlations were identified, one between the decrease in the RSI 1-CMJ 
AF index and the PP-CMJ AF index (r=0.59, p<0.05) and another between the decline in the PP- SJ 
and Tc (r=0.60, p<0.05). The results obtained from the present study indicate that short-term inactiv-
ity can negate some of the physical and physiological benefits that players gain from warming up. 
The study revealed a significant reduction in certain parameters related to jump tests after a 15-
minute period of inactivity. Moreover, it was observed that there is a direct correlation between the 
decrease in body temperature and the reduction in peak power specific to squat jump performance. 
This implies that lower body temperatures that result from a short period of inactivity can have a 
negative impact on jumping performance just before players enter the game. 

 
Keywords: female team handball, warm-up, inactivity, physical performances, 
physiological parameters. 

 
Introduction 

Handball is a fast-paced team sport involving frequent jumps, accelerations, 
decelerations, changes in direction, physical contact, and various technical game actions 
tailored to the shifting dynamics of game tactics [1–3]. Team handball requires excellent 
muscular strength, relatively high aerobic capacity and high anaerobic power [4–6]. 
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Understanding players' physical characteristics and their impact on performance and 
development can be helpful for youth academies in selecting players and promoting long-
term performance [7,8]. 

In both male and female handball competitions, internal and external factors can lead 
to fatigue [13–16]. Specialists use measurements of external and internal load to determine 
an athlete's level of adaptation to exertion [17–19]. On the one hand, the external load 
represents the visible physical effort, expressed by volume and intensity parameters. It is 
quantified by the specific units of measurement for distances covered, the number of 
accelerations, the number of jumps, and the frequency of physical impacts. On the other 
hand, internal loads are the body's psychophysiological responses to external physical 
efforts, such as maximum oxygen consumption, heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory 
rate, temperature, blood lactate, and glucose. Properly monitoring both loads is essential 
to predicting and reducing the risk of overwork, illness, and injury [20]. The relative 
workload during match play can be determined as a percentage of VO2-max, although 
absolute HR-max measurements say very little about team handball's intensity and 
physical demands [2]. 

In elite team handball, full-time players can cover an average distance of about 4700m 
during a game [9]. During a game, female players can make almost 700 activity changes, 
out of which 2.5% are at maximum intensity, 47.8% are at average intensity, and 49.7% are 
at low power [2]. Additionally, research has shown that players can perform 0.7 ± 0.4 
accelerations, 2.3 ± 0.9 decelerations, and 1.0 ± 0.4 changes in direction within a minute 
[10]. Due to the new demands of the handball game, the intensity of the exerted effort 
reaches average values of around 85% of HRmax [11,12]. Evidence shows that more than 
70% of game time can lead to decreased physical capacity, considering the number of low-
intensity activities can increase. In contrast, high-intensity activities can decrease in the 
second half of the game [2]. 

Blood lactate concentration is a commonly evaluated metric in athletes' exercise and 
performance testing [21]. Lactate analysis is an accurate method to determine an athlete's 
exercise tolerance and fatigue [22–24]. The lactate level in the body can help determine the 
anaerobic threshold. This threshold is the point where the accumulation of lactic acid in 
the muscles starts until the upper limit of physical activity is reached. When this limit is 
exceeded, the body turns to the glycolytic system for energy, which can result in muscle 
fatigue. A high lactate threshold indicates better resistance to exertion, especially at 
intensities of 80-90% of VO2-max or HR max. Researchers have reported that the average 
resting blood lactate levels range from 1 to 1.8 mmol·L−1. However, these levels can 
increase dramatically after strenuous exercise and go above 25 mmol·L−1 [25]. According 
to a recent study, female adult handball players on the top elite field team had values 
around 10 mmol·L−1 when their blood lactate levels were measured during a handball 
match-based performance test [26]. 

The warm-up program optimises the body for training and competition [27]. 
Warming up is an essential practice to prepare the body for physical activity. It helps 
activate and maximize players' physical potential and prevent injuries. Increasing muscle 
and body temperature during warm-up results in reducing muscle and joint stiffness, 
increasing muscle oxygenation, improving anaerobic metabolism, and optimizing the rate 
of muscle contraction. These benefits reflect the importance of warming up before any 
physical activity [28,29]. During warm-up, certain aerobic gymnastics techniques may 
have an impact on the development of motor skills indices [30].  

Before handball games, all players must undergo the same warm-up routine. The 
inactivity after warm-up refers to the period following the warm-up session where players 
may experience a decrease in physical activity levels before the game officially begins. 
This period could include moments such as the pre-game team talks, player introductions, 
or waiting for the referees to start the match. Moreover, substitutes who do not start the 
game need to remain on the sidelines and sit on the bench until they enter the field. If 
space permits, warming up is possible behind the benches. Unfortunately, the 
infrastructure of many sports halls in Romania makes it almost impossible to have a 
proper warm-up behind the benches. In this context, the effects of post-warm-up short-
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term inactivity on physical and physiological parameters in female elite team handball 
players need to be investigated. 

Very few studies have examined the effects of inactivity after a standard game warm-
up in competitive handball, and none of them have been conducted on elite women's 
handball. Some studies have suggested that interrupting exercise can lead to decreased 
core and muscle temperatures, lower blood sugar levels, and reduced physical and 
cognitive performance in soccer players [31,32]. In basketball, it has been suggested that 
post-warm-up inactivity may decrease substitutes' physiological and performance-related 
responses during competitions [33,34]. In addition, sitting is less favourable than standing, 
leading to a faster drop in basketball players' explosive power and speed test results, 
mainly due to the sitting posture [35]. Furthermore, studies suggest that the lack of 
preparation during half-time could be a reason for the reduced number of high-intensity 
runs in the second half of the game [36–38]. This is because players only warm up before 
the game and not during half-time. 

Handball coaches have the freedom to make multiple player substitutions during a 
game. However, it's crucial to have a player rotation plan that takes into account the 
duration of the physical and physiological benefits of the pre-game warm-up and the 
impact of a player's inactivity while sitting on the bench.  

Our experiment recommended simulating player substitutions at the 15th-minute 
mark of the first half. This is because there is often a brief period of inactivity while players 
take a break on the bench. Such changes between players are common in both the first and 
second halves of elite handball games.  

The primary purpose of this research was to examine how inactivity after a match 
warm-up impacts elite team handball players' physical performance and physiological 
responses. A secondary goal of the study was to identify any potential correlation between 
the analysed parameters through comparative analysis. 

This study addresses a topic that has not been thoroughly investigated in the 
literature, so we think we can make a meaningful contribution to the scientific community. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Subjects 

Twelve elite female players from the first Romanian Female Team Handball League 
team participated in the study. Only female court players (n = 12; age, 31.9 ± 4.05 years; 
weight, 66.1 ± 5.8 kg; height, 173 ± 3.8 cm and body mass index, 2.2 ± 0.2 kg/cm2) were 
included in the study, goalkeepers being excluded due to their different positional 
physical demands. The team was divided into groups of six players each (Group 1 and 
Group 2), in pairs for each position (left-wing, right-wing, left back, right back, centre and 
pivot). We allocated two sessions to familiarise players with the tests and measurement 
tools needed for the experiment. Each group was tested separately on two different days. 
All players were informed about the implementation of the test and the possible risks and 
gave their written consent. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the 
University of Galati, Romania and the Ethics Committee of the Galati Community. The 
study was conducted in accordance with the accepted ethical standards and with the 
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki in Sport and Physical Activity Research. 

2.2. Procedures 

2.2.1 Warm-Up 

Before the evaluation protocols, all players underwent a 30-minute warm-up routine 
similar to a typical match. The warm-up consisted of two distinct parts: the general warm-
up and the handball-specific warm-up. The general warm-up comprised individual or 
collective exercises without the ball and was guided by the team's physical trainer. The 
handball-specific warm-up involved repeating the usual technical-tactical actions under 
the guidance of the head coach. The detailed match warm-up schedule is presented in 
Table A1 (see Appendix A, p. 12). 
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2.2.2 Short-term inactivity 

After the initial physical and physiological evaluation (T1-AW), each group was 
instructed to sit on the bench and remain inactive, just as they would in an official game, 
until the second test was called (T2-IB). We chose 15 minutes of inactivity to mimic the 
players' work and rest times during official matches, and during this time, the players 
wore jerseys and shorts. 

2.2.3 Physical evaluation 

After the warm-up, players underwent four physical tests to assess their combined 
strength-speed qualities and determine anaerobic power output. The results served as a 
reference for each player. 

The Countermovement Jump with Arms Fixed (CMJ AF) without additional load is 
a test used to measure lower body strength. It is a simple, valid, and practical method that 
is widely used compared to other jumping tests. The results obtained from CMJ tests are 
associated with parameters like maximum speed, maximum power and maximum 
explosive power. Several studies have found a strong correlation between CMJ and 
acceleration speed [28]. 

The squat jump (SJ) was used to assess the ability to produce explosive force during 
concentric movements [39]. 

For both CMJ and SJ, we measured jump height, reactive strength index, power, and 
speed. These measurements provide insights into players' explosive leg power, which is 
crucial in team handball. 

The Medicine Ball Toss Test (MBTT) determines a player's maximal anaerobic and 
explosive power in the upper limbs. It involves a rotational throw from the right side 
(MBTT-R) and the left side (MBTT-L). The most important parameter for evaluating 
performance in the MBTT is the peak throwing velocity (PV), measured with the PUSH 
band when the ball is released from the hands. To perform the exercise, the player stands 
to the side of the wall, with their left or right shoulder forward, and holds the medicine 
ball with both hands. They then make an explosive upper body twist and throw the ball 
against the wall. The test is conducted three times, and the best result is recorded. The 
MBTT provides valuable information about a player's upper body power, particularly 
relevant in sports such as handball involving throwing or striking movements. 

We carried out the TA 10m (10-meter acceleration) Test to evaluate handball players' 
ability to accelerate over short distances, which is crucial in a game involving 
approximately 663.6 ± 99.7 actions of varying intensities [1], with the most demanding 
being acceleration, deceleration, and changes of direction over short distances (<15m). 
Instead of the traditional 30m sprint test, we used the TA 10m test to measure players' 
speed over shorter distances. We used a stopwatch, which is a reliable method for 
assessing short-distance sprints [40,41], to conduct the test. 

The PUSH tape device (version 2.0) was used to conduct jump and medicine ball 
tests. Once the sensor was properly placed, the device was connected via Bluetooth to the 
laptop and smartphone used in the study. The tests measured jump height (JH), reactive 
strength index (RSI 1), peak jumping power (PP), and peak jumping velocity (PV) for both 
the countermovement jump (CMJ) and squat jump (SJ). In the medicine ball throw test 
(MBTT), peak-throwing power (PP) and peak-throwing velocity (PV) were assessed. By 
incorporating technology into sports and physical education, coaches and teachers can 
create more inclusive and engaging learning environments [42]. 

2.2.4 Physiological Evaluation 

The physiological assessment consisted of five measurements to identify potential 
physiological changes between the standard warm-up (SW) and the period of inactivity 
(IP). 
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As part of our heart rate (HR) study, we provided Garmin Fenix 5S smartwatches to 
the players before the warm-up. We recorded HR values during the standard warm-up 
and at T2-IP. Additionally, we measured body temperature (BT) immediately at T1-AW 
and T2-IP using the Veroval DS 22 infrared thermometer. To measure biochemical 
parameters, including blood lactate and serum glucose, we used the Accutrend Plus 
device. The club's medical team took capillary blood samples, and we followed strict 
hygienic-sanitary conditions according to the Accutrend Plus device user manual 
instructions. The Accutrend Plus device is a viable alternative to laboratory testing [43]. 
Capillary blood sampling provides quick and accurate information similar to what is 
obtained from arterial blood in medical analysis laboratories [44]. In this study, a finger 
puncture was performed using the VivaChek Eco-lancing device to collect blood lactic 
acid samples, which were taken three minutes after warm-up and at T2-IP. The blood 
sample for BL was collected first, as the Accutrend Plus instrument takes 60 seconds to 
analyse this measurement. Another blood sample was taken for serum glucose during this 
interval, and it was analysed within 12 seconds. Blood oxygen saturation (SpO2) was 
measured at T1-AW and T2-IP by placing the IMDK pulse oximeter (Model C101A2, 
Version V1.1) on the player's finger. The device was disinfected with antiseptic sanitary 
alcohol after each use. 

2.3. Experimental design 

The chosen tests were intended to determine the physical and physiological scores 
achieved after completing the standard match warm-up. They also aimed to identify the 
changes caused by 15 minutes of inactivity in the neuromuscular and cardiorespiratory 
systems. The tests used in each assessment protocol were selected based on the physical 
exertion of the handball players [45–49]. 

The players' physical tests were conducted twice, as shown in Figure 1. The first test 
(T1-AW) was done immediately after the standard warm-up, before a short period of 
inactivity. The second test (T2-IP) was done immediately after the 15-minute inactivity 
period. The team was divided into groups of 6 players based on their playing position. 
Group 1 included the first-line players, and Group 2 included the substitutes. We opted 
for this strategy because if the warm-up had ended simultaneously, evaluating the entire 
team would have taken a long time, resulting in some players being tested towards the 
end, thereby impacting the results. Group 1 was tested in the first week of September, and 
Group 2 was tested in the second week, using the same testing protocol. CMJ AF was 
assessed on Tuesdays, SJ test was evaluated on Thursdays, and MBTT and TA 10m tests 
were performed on Saturdays. For physiological measurements, players were tested on 
the following two Tuesdays. We conducted a session three days before the experiment to 
familiarize all the players with the methodology. During this session, we instructed 
players not to have any food or coffee, only water, on the morning of the physiological 
measurements. 

Following the standard warm-up, the players were called to the designated testing 
area per the predetermined plan. Each player was given a maximum of one minute for the 
test. However, to preserve the benefits of the warm-up, players waiting for their turn were 
instructed to perform dynamic stretching exercises. Meanwhile, the other group 
continued with their training session as scheduled. 

 
Figure 1. The overall evaluation study model used 
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2.4. Statistical analysis 

IBM SPSS Statistics for Macintosh, version 25 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) and 
Microsoft Excel were used to process and organise the collected data. 

The results are presented as arithmetic group means (standard deviations and 
coefficient of variation). To identify statistically significant differences between the 
subjects' performances, in the case of applying the inactivity protocol between the initial 
(T1-AW) and the second (T2-IP) testing, the t-test for dependent samples (repeated 
measurements) was used, where a value of the statistical significance coefficient p < 0.05 
was considered significant. Correlations between physical and physiological performance 
were assessed using the Pearson correlation coefficient. 

3. Results 

3.1 Physical tests 

Descriptive data, group means, standard deviations (±SD) and the coefficient of 
variation (Cv), p-values of the t-test for dependent samples for all variables are presented 
in Table 1.  

Table 1. Results obtained in the physical tests, before and after the short-term inactivity 

Test Parameter T1 AW (N=12) T2 IP (N=12) t Sig. 
(2-tailed) Mean ± SD Cv% Mean ± SD Cv% 

CMJ AF 

JH (cm) 34.57 ± 2.04 5.89 33.00 ± 3.36 10.19 1.38 0.180 
RSI1 (cm/s) 0.43 ± 0.06 14.53 0.35 ± 0.07 21.00 2.88 0.009* 

PP (w) 2.71 ± 0.22 8.04 2.55 ± 0.11 4.21 2.24 0.039** 
PV (m/s) 2.39 ± 0.13 5.44 2.46 ± 0.14 5.50 1.20 0.242 

SJ 

JH (cm) 29.99 ± 3.49 11.63 28.50 ± 3.34 11.71 1.07 0.298 
RSI1  (cm/s) 0.90 ± 0.06 6.81 0.79 ± 0.08 9.58 3.88 0.001* 

PP (w) 2.49 ± 0.21 8.53 2.32 ± 0.16 6.92 2.28 0.033** 
PV (m/s) 2.31 ± 0.12 5.31 2.40 ± 0.13 5.51 1.81 0.084 

MBTT-R PP (w) 10.59 ± 3.78 35.67 9.97 ± 3.54 35.50 0.42 0.682 
PV (m/s) 6.77 ± 1.09 16.17 6.83 ± 1.17 17.10 - 0.13 0.894 

MBTT-L PP (w) 9.63 ± 2.55 26.50 8.36 ± 2.35 28.11 1.27 0.219 
PV (m/s) 6.15 ± 0.96 15.68 6.69 ± 1.06 15.85 - 1.31 0.204 

TA 10 m (s) 2.14 ± 0.10 4.67 2.19 ± 0.10 4.37 - 1.25 0.223 
Abbreviations: CMJ AF= countermovement jump arms fixed; SJ= squat jump; MBTT-R= medicinal ball right 
throw; MBTT-L= medicinal ball left throw JH= (jump height); RSI1= (reactive strength index); PP= (peak power); 
PV= (peak velocity); 
t = t value;  
Sig. (2-tailed) = t significance level; 
*= p<0.01 differences between T1-AW and T2-PI are highly significant statistically;  
**= p<0.05 differences between T1-AW and T2-PI are statistically significant. 

Short-term inactivity after warm-up caused a decrease in RSI1 CMJ AF (p<0.01) and 
PP CMJ AF (p<0.05), as shown in Table 1. Regarding the SJ, there were significant 
decreases in RSI1 SJ (p<0.01) and PP SJ (p<0.05). Standard deviation values indicate a 
significant central value, and Cv values show that groups are homogeneous and that the 
means obtained are representative at their level. No significant differences were found for 
the MBTT and the TA 10m test. 

3.2 Physiological measurements 

Changes in all physiological measurements are shown in Table 2. Mean HR was 
higher after warm-up than after inactivity (121±8 vs 87.6±7 beats·min-1, p<0.001). 
Significant changes also occurred in body temperature after 15 minutes of inactivity (37.8 
°C vs. 36 °C, p<0.001). The values for BL, G and S O2 did not differ between the two 
situations. 
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Table 2. Results from the physiological tests before and after the inactivity period 

Physiological 
Parameter 

T1 AW (N=12) T2 IP (N=12) t Sig. 
(2-tailed) Mean ± SD Cv% Mean ± SD Cv% 

HR (bpm) 121.75 ± 8.07 6.56 87.58 ± 6.97 7.96 11.10 0.001* 
BL (mmol/L) 1.72 ± 0.43 25.19 1.57 ± 0.31 20.06 0.97 0.342 
G (mg/dL) 89.58 ± 3.99 4.45 88.17 ± 4.30 4.88 0.84 0.412 

Tc (oC) 37.73 ± 0.24 0.49 36.09 ± 0.49 0.65 18.84 0.001* 
S O2 (SpO2) 98.67 ± 0.49 0.50 98.75 ± 0.45 0.46 - 0.43 0.670 

Abbreviations: T1 AW= first evaluation after warm-up (or during warm-up for HR values); T2 IP=second 
evaluation after inactivity period; HR= heart rate; BL= lactic acid; G= glycaemia; Tc= body temperature; S O2= 
oxygen saturation in the blood; 
 t = t value; 
Sig. (2-tailed) = t significance level; 
*= p<0.01 differences between T1-AW and T2-IP are highly significant statistically. 

 

3.3 Correlations 

Only variables whose changes showed significant differences between the initial and 
final tests (identified with t-tests) were included in this analysis. 

After multivariate correlation analysis, based on Pearson's r-correlation coefficient, 
we found that statistically significant positive correlations exist between all analysed 
variables at a significance level of p < 0.01 (see Table 3). 

 
Table 3. Correlations between values (R-values) of variables that underwent significant changes between the 

first and second test. 

   1 2 3 4 5 

Physiological 
1 HR.       
2 Tc  0.93**     

Physical 

3 RSI 1- CMJ AF  0.87** 0.71**    
4 PP- CMJ AF  0.94** 0.91** 0.82**   
5 RSI 1- SJ  0.96** 0.92** 0.79** 0.96**  
6 PP- SJ  0.94** 0.91** 0.83** 0.98** 0.95** 

** The correlation is significant at a significance threshold of 0.01 (2-tailed). 
 
Table 4 shows the associations between changes recorded for each parameter 

between T1-AW and T2-IP. Two significant correlations were identified, one between the 
RSI 1-CMJ AF index and the PP-CMJ AF index (r=0.59, p<0.05) and another between the 
PP-SJ and Tc (r=0.60, p<0.05). 

 
Table 4. Correlations between the decrease in the values (R-values) of physical and physiological indices 

after the short-term inactivity period. 

     1 2 3 4 5 

Physiological 
1 HR Evolution           
2 Tc Evolution 0.52     

Physical 

3 RSI 1- CMJ AF Evolution -0.3 -0.51    
4 PP- CMJ AF Evolution 0.26 -0.27 0.59*   
5 RSI 1- SJ Evolution -0.15 -0.24 0.02 -0.02  
6 PP- SJ Evolution 0.38 0.60* -0.52 -0.24 0.02 

* The correlation is significant at a significance threshold of 0.05 (2-tailed). 
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4. Discussion 
To our knowledge, this is the first study to address the effects of inactivity on both 

physical and psychological aspects in female team handball. We investigated the impact 
of 15 minutes of rest on players' performance and biochemical parameters after 
completing a standard match warm-up. 

Warming up is recognised worldwide as a standard procedure to prepare the body for 
subsequent exertion and prevent injury [50,51]. In competitive handball, there is a time 
immediately after the warm-up for tactical advice, equipment adjustments, or first-player 
picks. The game begins with the kick-off, and from that point, the players face two 
different scenarios: some play on the field (the first-line players), and the rest of the players 
become inactive on the sidelines (the substitutes). The unlimited substitutions permitted 
in the handball game allow coaches to control the intervals at which players play or rest. 
Proper substitution management can reduce players' physiological stress and determine 
the later onset of fatigue [6]). Players can only achieve physical recovery by restoring 
energy potential and performance during the game through an optimal balance between 
effort and recovery, made possible by efficient player rotation. 

Maintaining a proper balance between rest and work is crucial for optimizing 
individual or collective performance [13]. To achieve this, rotating players during 
competition is recommended, as it helps keep the body functioning at the optimal effort 
parameters specific to the handball game [13,47]. Additionally, proper transition 
management is essential to reduce players' physiological stress and subsequent fatigue 
[6]. It is often overlooked that substitute players must perform at a high level when they 
enter the game so that the team can play at its best. Our study was necessary to highlight 
this aspect. 

We identified that short-term inactivity in a sitting position, as substitutes would do in 
official handball games, can decrease physiological parameters and physical performance. 
As a result, when players enter the field from the bench, it would take them a certain 
amount of time to reach the same level of performance as they did during the pre-game 
warm-up.  

We have found that when substitutes in official handball games sit for short periods of 
time, their physiological parameters and physical performance decrease. As a result, when 
these players would enter the field from the bench, it would take them some time to reach 
the same level of performance they had during the pre-game warm-up. 

To our knowledge, this is the first study in women's handball to examine the effects of 
short-term player inactivity after a standard game warm-up and the relationship between 
them.  

 

4.1 Physical testing  

Vertical jumps are valid methods to evaluate neuromuscular function and anaerobic 
peak performance in the lower limbs [52]. Previous research has shown that players' 
performance in handball games is influenced by various factors such as balance and 
precise throwing of explosive power [53]. This study used the medicine ball rotational 
throw test to provide relevant data on maximal anaerobic performance [54]. In team sports 
games that require intermittent efforts, players' inadequate preparation for explosive tasks 
could reduce the amount of high-intensity running performed in the second half's first 15 
minutes compared to the first half [32]. This is a crucial aspect as the game's pace is 
essential to their competitive advantage in game situations. 

The effects of inactivity after a warm-up on physical performance have not been 
adequately studied in women's handball. In our study, after 15 minutes on the substitution 
bench, RSI 1 and PP decreased by 19% and 6%, respectively, in the case of CMJ AF and by 
15% and 7%, respectively, in the case of SJ. Our results confirm the negative impact of 
inactivity on explosive loads, such as lower-limb jumping, which has been identified in 
previous studies. Although we could not find any study on women's team handball, we 
could identify, through a wider literature review, that our results are consistent with 
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similar findings reported in basketball. According to Galazoulas et al. (2012), 40 minutes 
of inactivity reduces jumping performance by 20% and sprint performance by 6%. Other 
reports have also shown that performance on the countermovement jump test (CMJ) was 
reduced by 15% compared to performance after the match warm-up [33]. The performance 
loss may be due to the associated drop in body temperature and decreased resting plasma 
glucose concentration after warm-up. 

We found that short-term inactivity mainly affected lower-limb explosive force tests, 
while upper-limb tests remained unaffected. However, we found no significant effects in 
MBBT tests and TA 10m. This indicates that the short period of inactivity did not impact 
upper body performance and speed-related performance. The reason for this is still 
unclear to us.  

On the one hand, a previous study in basketball showed that inactivity or passive rest 
has a significant impact on explosive tasks but not so much on speed-related ones [34]. On 
the other hand, a correlation between lower muscle and core temperature and the decrease 
in sprint performance was observed in soccer after a passive half-time period [32]. Some 
other studies also found significant differences in running performances after inactivity 
[31,34,55]. However, our speed test results were different from these findings, perhaps 
due to the different methodology used. The latter authors performed a repeated sprint test 
while we used the TA 10m test. 

4.2 Physiological measurements 

4.2.1 Heart rate 

Heart rate is a valuable tool for measuring exercise intensity during physical activity. 
It helps individuals to gauge their effort and adjust their intensity levels accordingly [56–
59]. This study used HR to predict exercise intensity based on the mean HRmax (176.5 bpm) 
recorded during the two friendly games held before the present study. The low mean 
HRmax of the players (age 31.9 ± 4.05 years) could be attributed to the lack of motivation 
during friendly games or poor fitness levels. During the standard warm-up in our 
experimental design, the mean HR was 122 bpm (69% of HRmax). Based on Harre's (1982) 
exertion intensity scale, as cited by Bompa (2002), the study found that during warm-up, 
the players' exertion level was moderate (69% HRmax). However, after 15 minutes of 
inactivity, their heart rate significantly dropped to 49% HRmax (87.58 ppm), which falls 
into the low-intensity effort category. Therefore, it can be concluded that the players were 
not adequately prepared for the intense demands on their cardiac system during games, 
as previous studies have reported: 86% of HRmax [12], 84.4 ± 5.1% HRmax [11], 191.1± 8.417 
ppm [60], 162 ± 8 ppm [1], 195 ± 9 ppm at the elite level, 188 ± 6 ppm at the top elite level 
and 182 ± 12 ppm at world-class level [61].  

4.2.2 Body temperature 

Various studies have demonstrated that increased body temperature can accelerate 
metabolic processes, providing the neuromuscular system with the necessary resources to 
amplify nerve impulses, thereby increasing muscle contraction speed [50,51]. Moreover, 
it has been suggested that enhanced muscle activation is one of the reasons for improved 
exercise performance after a warm-up or re-warm-up [32,62,63]. 

In this study, we measured mean whole-body skin temperature, not muscle 
temperature, because we didn't have the necessary equipment. Our results show that a 
short period of inactivity leads to a significant decrease in Tc values, 4% below the initially 
achieved value. In a similar basketball study, Crowther et al. (2017) found that after only 
6 minutes of inactivity, physiological outcomes indicated a ~0.5 °C decrease in body 
temperature (Tc) and a ~2.0 °C decrease in abdominal temperature (Ta).  

Warm-up and re-warm-up protocols can lead to increased blood flow and associated 
temperature in the leg muscles, thus an increased ability to sprint [37]. It has been 
suggested that the dependence of neuronal transmission rate and muscle contraction 
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speed on temperature are possible mediators for the influence of temperature on 
performance [32]. Since the generation of explosive energy relies on high-frequency nerve 
impulses and the ATP-phosphocreatine system in the muscle, it is interesting to speculate 
that one or both were primarily affected by the drop in muscle temperature. It has been 
found that a single oC decrease in body temperature can result in a 3% decrease in lower-
body performance [64]. So, having identified regressions, particularly in jump tests, we 
can say that our results support these statements. 

4.2.3 Blood lactate 

Blood lactate measurements, also known as lactate testing or lactate analysis, are a way 
to assess lactate concentration in the blood. Blood lactate data can be used in combination 
with other physiological measurements such as blood glucose, heart rate and skin 
temperature to derive training thresholds and prescribe accurate training intensities for 
specific sports [21]. The lactate threshold is the exercise intensity at which lactate 
production exceeds its clearance, leading to an accumulation in the blood. It is well known 
that intensity during warm-up should be challenging enough to elicit physiological 
responses but should not cause excessive fatigue or impair subsequent performance 
[50,51,62]. Knowing that resting lactate levels in healthy individuals are usually low (<2.2 
mmol/L), we hypothesised that during the standard game warm-up protocol, lactate 
levels will rise and continue to rise during the short 15-minute inactivity period.  

Our findings contradicted our initial hypothesis. We examined the capillary lactate 
dynamics between the first and second tests and found that the results fell within the 
typical mean values at rest (T1-AW: 1.72 ± 0.43 mmol/L and T2 IP: 1.57 ± 0.31 mmol/L). 
Before interstitial lactate reaches a steady-state exchange with the bloodstream, a 
significant portion can be metabolised in other muscles or organs [47]. The blood lactate 
concentration (BLC) depends on the intensity of the physical activity performed minutes 
before the blood sample was taken. In our study, BLC could have been higher immediately 
after exercise, reflecting the immediate production of lactate during anaerobic 
metabolism. This raises doubts about our results, and we can speculate that the timing of 
lactate measurement after physical effort might be a reason for this. The blood samples 
were collected 3 minutes post-exercise and not immediately after the warm-up. 

It is possible that the low blood lactate concentration during the standard match warm-
up was due to the low exercise intensity (69% HRmax) during this time. The intensity of the 
warm-up was low in the last part, which included tactical combinations and one-goal play, 
leading to a higher blood lactate peak during warm-up than the value measured after 3 
minutes post-warm-up (1.72 mmol/l). However, the blood lactate concentration values 
measured after 15 minutes of rest were too low to explain the drop in performance, and 
they were lower than the values registered after warm-up. Therefore, the changes in 
performance observed are unlikely to be related to the concentration of lactate in the blood 
(and probably also in the muscles). 

It is essential to accurately determine the lactate level in the muscles to obtain more 
precise results. However, no study has yet determined the exact amount of lactate 
produced in muscles or capillaries during or after a warm-up in team handball. This is an 
important topic that needs to be addressed in future research. 

4.3 Correlations 

Another aim of our research was to investigate the association between the changes in 
the physical and physiological indices values after implementing the short-term inactivity 
period protocol. Furthermore, it was interesting to observe if we could find any links 
between these indices' magnitude of the modification in the values (R-values).  
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This study presents a new approach to analyzing physical parameters corresponding 
to jumping exercises and their correlation with physiological indices. While previous 
studies have mainly focused on jump height, our study delves into multiple physical 
indices, including CMJ AF and SJ (RSI 1 and PP), which we found to be significantly 
associated with physiological indices such as HR and Tc. 

The main finding of this study is that resting for 15 minutes after a standard warm-up 
in handball resulted in a rapid decrease in performance in vertical jumping. Moreover, 
results show a significant relationship between the evolution of Tc values and the 
evolution of peak jumping power SJ values after 15 minutes of inactivity (r=0.60, p<0.05). 
These findings are consistent with the results of other studies on ball games, which 
identified a strong connection between the decrease in body temperature and the 
reduction in athletic performance in jumping [33,34].  

It is possible for a player's vertical jump to be affected for various reasons after sitting 
on the substitution bench. However, there has not been extensive research done on the 
direct correlation between jump performance and body temperature. It is known that 
body temperature can have an impact on physical performance in general [65,66]. 
Previous studies have shown that lower-body exercise performance decreases by 3% with 
every one degree Celsius lost [64] and that a one degree Celsius increase in muscle 
temperature can lead to a 2-5% improvement in muscle power performance [67]. 

Although we didn't measure muscle temperature, the drop in body temperature we 
observed could be linked to a potential drop in muscle temperature. The reduction in 
jumping ability could be due to the sitting posture or the interruption of exercise leading 
to a decrease in muscle temperature [32]. However, more detailed studies are required to 
better understand the association between waiting on the bench and vertical jump 
performance. 

We discovered that when players' physiological values decreased after 15 minutes, 
their physical performance scores in jumping tests were lower. Since jumping is a crucial 
skill in handball, both CMJ AF and SJ can offer valuable insights into an individual's 
explosive leg power and how it directly relates to the physical demands of match-play. 
This suggests that reduced lower body temperatures after even a short period of inactivity 
can impair jumping performance just before players enter the game. Future studies should 
further explore these possibilities. 

5. Practical applications  

Due to the restrictions imposed by the rules, which do not allow the movement of 
players on the sidelines, it is recommended to use passive strategies to maintain the 
beneficial effects of warming up. For example, one could wear full tracksuits or thermal 
compression sports clothing that could benefit both thermoregulation and muscle support 
[66,68]. Consistent with previous studies and based on our results, this strategy alone is 
insufficient to maintain the benefits players derive from the game's warm-up. Therefore, 
we suggest complementing passive warm-up strategies with active warm-up or re-warm-
up protocols. The challenge is to find a suitable place in the substitutes' area to implement 
these protocols since players are not allowed to stand during official handball matches, 
and the space behind the substitutes' bench in most of Romania's sports halls is either too 
small or inexistent. 

6. Limitations of the study 

It is essential to keep in mind that there are certain limitations when interpreting our 
findings. This study is a one-group design, which means that there is no control group for 
comparison. We measured physical and physiological parameters for a single group of 
players before and after a brief 15-minute inactivity. We chose this method because we 
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considered each player's specific physical and physiological condition, which would 
provide a more accurate comparison. 

We measured the body's skin temperature instead of muscle temperature due to the 
lack of necessary equipment. It is essential to consider multiple factors that can affect body 
temperature and jump performance to understand the relationship between the two 
correctly. 

We used tests that lasted only a few seconds, despite the fact that the game requires 
physical actions of longer duration. However, the short duration of these tests couldn't 
have affected the player's overall performance. Nonetheless, it is advisable to exercise 
caution when selecting the evaluation methods before a second test round.  

Future studies where handball players can be tested in active situations after the first 
round of testing should be addressed. In this case, one could see possible differences in 
the test results and compare them directly. 

8. Conclusions 

In handball, the players who are not playing remain seated on the sideline and wait on 
the bench until they are called to enter the field. If there is enough space, substitutes may 
warm up behind the benches. However, in Romania, due to insufficient infrastructure in 
many sports halls, it is almost impossible for players to warm up behind the benches.  

The main idea of this study is that sitting on a bench for 15 minutes without any 
movement or activity can cause a drop in body temperature and heart rate, both critical 
in preparing the body for physical activity. This can then lead to a decline in jumping 
performance. The study found that lower body temperature resulted in lower jumping 
capacity after sitting on the bench in complete inactivity for 15 minutes immediately after 
the handball game warm-up. Previous studies have looked at similar circumstances in ball 
games, such as men's soccer or basketball, but they focused on the effects of passive rest 
during half-time breaks on players' performance in the second half. 

This is the first study to demonstrate that inactivity negatively affects the physical and 
physiological function of female handball players. 

In conclusion, we strongly recommend including warm-up activities for substitute 
handball players in the bench area to help them maintain the benefits gained during the 
standard game warm-up. It is essential for players to maintain their physical readiness 
and mental focus, as the transition from low activity to high-intensity gameplay can be 
abrupt. 
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Appendix A 

Table A 1. The model of the warm-up for the competition, specific to the CSM Galati team. 

General warm-up (12 minutes) 
- Individual: variants of walking and running. 
- Collective: dynamic stretching under the guidance of the team's physical trainer. 
- Collective: variants of running and jumping on the coordination ladder, followed by 

accelerated runs to the centre of the court and walking to the end of one's line. 
Specific warm-up (18 minutes) 

- In pairs, face to face - passing the ball with two hands above the head, two hands from the chest, 
and one arm above the shoulder, special passes (with a progressive increase in distance). 

- The team divided equally, arranged on the left back (LB) and right back (RB) positions - passing 
the ball with one arm above the shoulder, then moving to the end of one's line. 

- The collective was divided equally, arranged on the LB and RB positions - passing the ball with 
one arm above the shoulder, followed by moving to the end of the opposite line. 

- In the warm-up program for goalkeepers, each player with the ball throws according to the 
instructions of the physical trainer. 

- Throws from the positions: each player with the ball throws at the goal 2-3 times depending on 
the position or positions she is specialised in (the backcourt players throw from all the 9-meter 
positions, and the players from the wing and pivot throw from both positions). 

- Throws following counter-attack: passes are alternately launched by the substitute goalkeeper 
to the players who leave the specific defensive position and receive the ball in the area of the 
centre line, after which they return while dribbling and shooting at the goal (2-3 repetitions). 

- In pairs of positions: individual actions of meeting the opponent with the ball by quickly exiting 
the defensive zone, physical contact on the throwing arm and chest, followed by quick 
withdrawal. After three repetitions, the defender performed an accelerated run to the centre, 
retreats with her back to the practice area, and changed places with her colleague in the attack 
(2-3 repetitions each). 

- One group was on the attack, and the other was on defence: 2-3 tactical combinations and one 
goal play (each half of 1-2 minutes). 
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